Interview Testimonials
From Jeneth Blackert, creator of the New Wealth Experience teleseminar series:
“In talking with Meg Benedicte, you get the sense that we are all heading into the quantum at light
speed.”

From listeners of the New Wealth Experience interview:
"Meg's talk was perhaps the most powerful I've every experienced online, in terms of tangible,
flesh-level resonance and vibrational heft. Many of the energy masters do their work, in my perception, on more
subtle levels, so it was very satisfying to have strong and sustained field activation that moved instantly into the
physicality of my body (and beyond). Reminds me (longingly) of my many hours in TaiChi class, and now Meg's imagery and intention makes the evocation of this beautiful energy direct and immediate."
“I have to let you know how much I have enjoyed and benefited from Meg's call. Never in all my years of study and
searching have I found a speaker that could so easily explain the process of stepping into the quantum field! I am so
grateful to you for bringing these tools to us. Your gifts that you share with us are so wonderful. Thank you, thank
you, thank you!" —Michelle
“Meg's work is deep and profound using the unified field vortex meditation. The first time I heard her interviewed
and did the meditation I was blown away - literally. My continued weekly meditations with Meg as well as several
private sessions is radically shifting my inner world and healing at the deepest levels. Her unique gifts and tools for
ascension spoke to me on the deepest level. I am so grateful to have found Meg. She understands my uniqueness as
no other has.” — Lucetta
“The process you led us through on Jen Blackert's call with you was, in my experience, ‘big.’ Really awesome, but
not something I'd probably do every day. But the free download is so gentle. Profound, immediate in its relief of
‘what's going on.’ And perfect for everyday. The results are huge, but it also integrates almost immediately so I
don't feel a ‘recovery period.’ (You know like when you have a really deep massage you need to zone out and drink
water for a while?) The vortex meditation download cleans things up immediately and nicely. Like I said - profound.
But it doesn't create the integration lag that would take a huge chunk out of my day. It's wonderful.” — Katherine

